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Darmstadt, 14.02.2020

Letter of recommendation
Darmstadt, 25.01.2020

To whom it may concern,

Letter of recommendation

It‘s my pleasure to provide this letter of recommendation for Julia Wagner.
I came to know Julia as a participant in the free summer-school „BauWhat?“, that my studio
To whom and
it supervised.
may concern,
initiated
The summer-school was a cross disciplinary open ended experiment, aiming to explore new forms of design education. Together with the students we
with this
I would
like wich
to expressly
recommend
Julia in
Wagner
an insengaged
in aletter
theoretical
discourse
led to a physical
articulation
form offor
a built
internship
at [Company
Name].
tallation.
Trough-out
the whole
process Julia showed great skills in designing, organizing as
well as team building.
Julia Wagner has been studying communication design at the Department of

at Darmstadt
University
of friendly
Appliedpersonality,
Sciences and
since
thetowinter
semester
IDesign
was impressed
with Julia’s
work ethic,
ability
work well
under
20??/??.Wether
Duringinher
advanced
studies I got
know her
as of
a participant
my
pressure.
heated
group discussions
or into
stressful
phases
the execution,in
Julia
courses 'History
and Theory
ofa Design'
and 'Aesthetic
Theory'.
managed
to stay focussed
and had
positive influence
on the workflow
of the group. I am
confident that she would make an excellent addition to your team.
I came to know Julia Wagner in particular in a theoretical seminar on the

100th
of Bauhaus.
After this
she participated
effort
Both
in anniversary
her contributions
to the theoretical
discussion
as well as her with
input great
to the design
in a Multidisciplinary
Projectand
called
„Bauwhat?!“
where
weofsearched
process
Julia proved to be curious
passionate
towards her
field
work. She for
was new
not
formstoof
design
and designconnections
education.and
We cross
are currently
on to
a outside
new
afraid
make
unconventional
referencesworking
which lead
the
project
together
peers in a team of six designers, architects and sound
box
approaches
and as
results.
engineers, further exploring what design education could mean in the future.

Julia is a strong strategic designer, focussed on the impact her design has on the recipient.
Whileform
working
with Julia
the „Bauwhat?!“
I a
noticed
her to be
While
and aesthetics
areon
important
to her, usingproject
design as
tool to transport
meaning
extraordinarily
attentive,
energetic
and responsible.
proved
be a skills.
and
to actively engage
the consumer
in producing
new meaningShe
is one
of herto
greatest
resource both on the organizational level as well as in the design process,
always kept the big picture in sight and was able to motivate the group to
reach their goals. Quickly grasping the strategy outlined by the project
initiators,
she was able
evolve
said
strategy
while
moving
in the
Beyond
her organizational
andtodesign
skills,
Julia
left a mark
withstill
her open
and thoughtful
right direction.
personality.
She is well-spoken and lights up when talking about the impact that design

could have on people and society at large beyond pure commodification and aesthetics. On
With her
good sense
the community
andthese
the matters
work climate
the that
group,
several
occasions
I had for
the pleasure
to discuss
with herwithin
in a depth
is
she proved
toenriching.
be an asset and took the lead in exploring possibilities for
refreshing
and
the project.
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Beyond her organizational and design skills, Julia left a mark with her open and thoughtful
Darmstadt, She
25.01.2020
In closing, I’d
likelights
to restate
my strong
forimpact
Julia’s that
application
personality.
is well-spoken
and
up when
talkingsupport
about the
design to the position of a stuDarmstadt,
25.01.2020
dent
with
Agency.
Juliacommodiﬁ
is a talented
individual
driven byOn
a passion for design
could have on people
andintern
society
atUrgent
large beyond
pure
cation
and aesthetics.
for the pressing
issues
of our
Pleasethat
do not
several occasions I and
had its
thepotential
pleasurerole
to discuss
these matters
with
hertime.
in a depth
is hesitate to contact
me for any further information. Thank you for your time.
efreshing and enriching.

Letter of recommendation
Letter
n closing, I’d like toSincerly,
restate of
my recommendation
strong support for Julia’s application to the position of a stu-

dent intern with Urgent Agency. Julia is a talented individual driven by a passion for design
and its potential role for the pressing issues of our time. Please do not hesitate to contact
To whom
may concern,
me
for anyitfurther
information. Thank you for your time.
To whom it may concern,

with this letter I would like to expressly recommend Julia Wagner for an
Sincerly,
with Werth
this
letter I would like to expressly recommend Julia Wagner for an
internship at [Company
Name].
Jurek

internship at [Company Name].
Julia Wagner has been studying communication design at the Department of
Julia
Wagner has
studying
communication
design semester
at the Department of
Design at Darmstadt
University
of been
Applied
Sciences
since the winter
Design
at Darmstadt
of Applied
sinceinthe
20??/??. During her
advanced
studies University
I got to know
her as aSciences
participant
my winter semester
During
her advanced
studies ITheory'.
got to know her as a participant in my
courses
'History 20??/??.
and Theory
of Design'
and 'Aesthetic
urek Werth
courses 'History and Theory of Design' and 'Aesthetic Theory'.
I came to know Julia Wagner in particular in a theoretical seminar on the
came
to knowAfter
Juliathis
Wagner
particular with
in a great
theoretical
100th anniversaryI of
Bauhaus.
she in
participated
effort seminar on the
100th anniversary
of Bauhaus.
After
thisweshe
participated
in a Multidisciplinary
Project called
„Bauwhat?!“
where
searched
for newwith great effort
in adesign
Multidisciplinary
called „Bauwhat?!“
forms of design and
education. WeProject
are currently
working on awhere
new we searched for new
of design
and of
design
education. architects
We are currently
working on a new
project together forms
as peers
in a team
six designers,
and sound
project
together
peerseducation
in a teamcould
of six
designers,
architects and sound
engineers, further
exploring
what as
design
mean
in the future.
engineers, further exploring what design education could mean in the future.
While working with Julia on the „Bauwhat?!“ project I noticed her to be
While working
with Julia
on the „Bauwhat?!“
project
I noticed
her to be
extraordinarily attentive,
energetic
and responsible.
She proved
to be
a
attentive,
andthe
responsible.
She proved to be a
resource both on extraordinarily
the organizational
level asenergetic
well as in
design process,
resource
both
the and
organizational
as well
as in to
the design process,
always kept the big
picture
in on
sight
was able to level
motivate
the group
always
keptgrasping
the big the
picture
in sight
and was
ableproject
to motivate the group to
reach their goals.
Quickly
strategy
outlined
by the
reach
their
goals. said
Quickly
grasping
thestill
strategy
outlined
initiators, she was
able
to evolve
strategy
while
moving
in the by the project
right direction. initiators, she was able to evolve said strategy while still moving in the
right direction.
With her good sense for the community and the work climate within the group,
her good
sensethe
forlead
the in
community
andpossibilities
the work climate
she proved to be With
an asset
and took
exploring
for within the group,
she proved to be an asset and took the lead in exploring possibilities for
the project.
the project.
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